In 1984 Borgo was founded with the vision for reliable, forward-thinking furniture that is well designed and well built. We are a wholly Canadian owned company manufacturing in Toronto, Ontario.

Over the years, Borgo has become known for the quality of its products, and its commitment to service, which is reflected in the number of repeat clients. The consistently well-manufactured product that we produce and our service record, have awarded us ISO 9001:2008 registration.

Many of Borgo’s Products have been tested and approved by both the Canadian and U.S. federal governments. Our “Supply Arrangement” and GSA business is a source of great pride.

Our future growth is based in the strength and experience of our past, but relies on our ability to see, anticipate and respond to the ever-changing requirements of an evolving working and learning environment.

We define excellence in fixed seating as enhancing the customer and user experience in every possible way. This begins with innovations in safety and comfort which lead to helping our customers create a space that strengthens the benefits for users.

Our expertise in fixed seating, in areas such as responsive customizing, Italian design and Canadian ingenuity, lends itself to our many offerings in corporate, hospitality and healthcare.

Eco-Friendly
As a company and community neighbour, we are exceedingly proud of the fact that Borgo manufactures products that are among the most sustainable in the industry. As a manufacturer of seating and case goods, each of us at Borgo understands our responsibility to continuously seek new technology, source progressive materials and develop better processes for producing our products and reducing our footprint on the earth. We are making the effort, and our footprint is getting smaller and smaller.

Some of the areas in which we have made notable progress are:

- Awarded August 4, 2009 following an audit by ameriGreen STRATEGIES Certification.
- No urea formaldehyde will be used.
- Borgo uses rapidly renewable materials and recycled content in more than 50% of our products.
- Overall, over 95% of the waste produced in our factories is now being recycled. The amount of waste being sent to the local landfill has been reduced by over 70%. And we are continuously working to improve these numbers.
- State of the art, largest textile cutting machine of its kind in North America has reduced our textile waste of up to 30%.
**ALL FOR ONE**
The fold-away tables allow for both right and left handed users to sit anywhere they please.

**BEAUTY TO MATCH**
Modesty panels are available in a laminate matching the natural beauty of the contoured beech wood seat and back.

**INNOVATIVE DESIGN**
This unique design of the Omnia is able to accommodate straight and curved rows.

**FIXED TOP**
When a little extra space is available the fixed top option can allow for a lot more work surface.

**ADDING POWER**
Run electrical under the fixed table to allow for the charging of laptops and other devices.

**DESIGNED FOR YOU**
Each Omnia and Omnia Beam installation is built specially for you, allowing for the system to accommodate flat, sloped and tiered floors.
OMNIA
DESIGN BY GIOVANNI BACCOLINI

ERGONOMIC SUPPORT
Double contoured back, and waterfall front edge seat allows for correct body posture when in the seated position.

EVERLASTING STRENGTH
Seat and backs are bolted directly through to ensure a long lasting hold.

MEMORY SEAT
Automatically returning seat, uses coil spring for a quick, smooth return.

TRUE ANTI-PANIC TABLES
Tables effortlessly fold away at the slightest touch, for quick evacuation in case of emergency.
TRUE ANTI-PANIC TABLES
Tables effortlessly fold away incase of emergencies where immediate access is required.

LIMITLESS UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS
Looking for a more traditional comfort, the Omnia & Omnia Beam are both available padded and fully upholstered.

SPACE SAVING SYSTEM
The Omnia and Omnia Beam is a space saving design that is able to fold to a footprint as small as 10.25" (260 mm).

QUICKER INSTALL TIMES
The number of fixing points is notably reduced with Omnia Beam, and in no way compromises its performance and robust construction.
OMNIA BEAM
DESIGN BY GIOVANNI BACCOLINI

FUNCTIONAL ACCESSORIES
- Book baskets are available vertically for the Anti-Panic tables, and horizontally for fixed writing surfaces.

BUILT TO LAST
- All metal parts are finished with black epoxy powder coating and small metal components are protected by black galvanizing process.

POWERING YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE
- Omnia & Omnia Beam can be retrofitted to house power and data.

TEAR DROP FOOT
- Alternate tear drop foot design allows for closer installs to risers.
UPHOLSTERY
Available in standard Borgo graded fabrics, leathers and vinyls as well as COM & COL.

WOOD
- Natural Stain
- Alpine Beech in Custom stain
- Fire rated Alpine Beech

FIRST ROW
- Modesty panel in beech laminate
- Modesty panel in black perforated steel

WRITING TOP
- Fixed
- Anti-Panic
- Standard 12” (300 mm)
- Increased 13.75” (350 mm)
- Special fixed only

FRAME
- Black (Standard)
- Custom stain

OPTIONS
- MOBILE BEAM: 1 Seat, 2 Seat, 3 Seat
- BASKETS: Vertical book basket, Under top book basket (fixed table only)
- ELECTRICAL: Power, Data

ERGONOMICALLY SOUND
SAFETY IN THE ANTI-PANIC DESIGN
NARROW DESIGN AFFORDS AMPLE SPACE
DIMENSIONS: OMNIA BEAM

ANTI-PANIC WRITING TABLE

FIXED WRITING TABLE
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